
Dating Violence 
Fact Sheet

Approximately 1 in 3 adolescent girls in the US is a victim of 
physical, emotional or verbal abuse from a dating partner.1

Let’s face it – our teens and preteens are dating. But for many of them, the relationships they’re in can be  
unhealthy and even harmful. Every day, our youth are attempting to navigate their relationships, sometimes with  
little guidance or poor examples. As adults – and especially fathers – it’s imperative we start talking to our kids  
about healthy relationships, in addition to role modeling those healthy relationships ourselves. 

The information below will illustrate the seriousness of dating violence and the important role fathers and other 
male influencers play in the lives of youth. For tips on how to have a conversation with your youth about healthy 
relationships, see our Conversation Starters.

The Issue of Teen Dating Violence: 
1 in 3 teens report knowing a friend or peer who has been hit, punched, kicked, slapped or  
physically hurt by a partner.2 

1 in 4 teens in a relationship say they have been called names, harassed or put down by their  
partner through cell phones and texting.3 

45% of girls in an online study said they know a friend or peer who has been pressured into having  
either intercourse or oral sex.4 

Teens in same-sex relationships experience rates of violence and abuse similar to rates experienced  
by teens in heterosexual relationships.5 

How Teen Dating Violence Affects our Youth: 
Teen victims of physical dating violence are more likely than their non-abused peers to smoke, use drugs,  
engage in unhealthy diet behaviors, engage in risky sexual behaviors, and attempt or consider suicide.6 

Youth who perpetrate dating violence are significantly more likely to engage in cyber bullying  
compared to peers who do not perpetrate dating violence.7 

Having been a victim of physical dating violence was significantly associated with lower than  
average grades and poor school attachment for male and female students in grades 7 through 12.8

Boys who perpetrated teen dating violence were three times more likely to be involved  
in neighborhood violence.9

1 Davis, A. (2008). Interpersonal and physical dating violence among teens. The National Council on Crime and Delinquency Focus. Retrieved from  
 http://www.nccd-crc.org/nccd/pubs/2008_focus_teen_dating_violence.pdf.
2 Liz Claiborne Inc. (2005). OmnibuzzR topline findings-teen relationship abuse research. Teenage Research Unlimited. Retrieved from http://www.loveisnotabuse.com/surveyresults.htm. 
3 Liz Claiborne and TRU. (2007). Tech abuse in teen relationships study. Retrieved from http://loveisnotabuse.com/c/document_library/get_file?p_I_id=45693&folderId=72612&name=DLFE-204.pdf. 
4 Liz Claiborne Inc. (2005). OmnibuzzR topline findings-teen relationship abuse research. Teenage Research Unlimited. Retrieved from http://www.loveisnotabuse.com/surveyresults.htm.
5 Halpern, C.T., Young, M.L., Waller, M.W., Martin, S.L., & Kupper, L.L. (2004). Prevalence of partner violence in same-sex romantic and sexual relationships in a national sample of adolescents.  
 Journal of Adolescent Health. 35(2): 124-131. 
6 Silverman, J., Raj, A., et al. (2001). Dating violence against adolescent girls and associated substance use, unhealthy weight control, sexual risk behavior, pregnancy, and suicidality. JAMA. 286: 572-579.  
 Retrieved from http://jama.ama-assn.org/cgi/reprint/286/5/572. 
7 Hinduja, S. & Patchin, J.W. (2011). Electronic dating violence: a brief guide for educators and parents. Cyberbullying Research Center. Retrieved from http://www.cyberbullying.us. 
8 Banyard, V.L., Cross, C. (2008). Consequences of teen dating violence: understanding intervening variables in ecological context. Violence Against Women. 14:998-1013. 
9 Reed, E., Silverman, J.G., Raj, A., Decker, M.R., Miller, E. (2011). Male perpetration of teen dating violence: associations with neighborhood violence involvement, gender attitudes and perceived  
 peer and neighborhood norms. Journal of Urban Health. 88(2):226-239.
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How Teen Dating Violence Affects our Youth: continued  
Adolescent girls in physically abusive relationships were 3.5 times more likely to become pregnant than  
non-abused girls.10

Victims and perpetrators are more likely to carry weapons, as well as engage in physical fighting,11  
and other high risk behaviors, such as gambling.12 

A third (32%) of female homicides among adolescents between the ages of 11 and 18 are 
committed by an intimate partner.13

The Importance of Role Modeling Healthy Relationships: 
A national survey of youth found that more than half of dating violence victims and statutory rape/sexual 
misconduct victims had witnessed intimate partner violence.14

A survey of boys and girls in the 6th, 9th, and 12th grades who reported childhood exposure  
to violence found that this violence was associated with an increased risk of perpetrating dating  
violence like threats of harm, physically or sexually hurting someone they are going out with.15 

78% of intimate partner violence incidents involved male perpetrators, most commonly fathers.16 

Talking to Our Kids Really Works:
Findings from a series of focus groups with African American adolescents and young adults  
(ages 13-24), indicated that youth preferred seeking help for dating violence from older siblings, parents, 
and friends as opposed to formal resources.17

Greater parental warmth and parental knowledge about what their teens were doing reduces  
the odds of sexual risk behaviors including alcohol and drug use during sex and pregnancy.18 

Parental monitoring reduced the likelihood of 6th grade boys perpetrating physical dating aggression.19 

Of teens in an abusive relationship, fewer than 1 in 3 confide in their parents about their abusive relationship.20 

In a national on-line survey of parents with children 11-18 years old, nearly half had not discussed dating 
violence with their children in the past year. Reasons why included they thought their children were too young 
to talk about it, they would not know what to say, and their children would learn about it through experience.21 

Research consistently suggests that the key environmental support for resilience in childhood is connections 
to competent and caring adults in the family and community.22 

10  Roberts, T.A., Auinger, P.,& Klein, J.D. (2005). Intimate partner abuse and the reproductive health of sexually active female adolescents.  
 Journal of Adolescent Health. 36(5): 380-385 
11 Champion, H., Foley, K.L., Sigmon-Smith, K., Sutfin, E.L., & DuRant, R.H. (2008). Contextual factors and health risk behaviors associated  
 with date fighting among high school students. Women Health. 47 (3): 1-22 
12 Goldstein, A.L., Walton, M.A., Cunningham, R.M., Resko, S.M. & Duan, L. (2009). Correlates of gambling among youth in an inner-city  
 emergency department. Psychology of Addictive Behaviors. 23(1): 113-121  
13 Coyne-Beasley, T., Moracco, K.E., & Casteel, M.J. (2003). Adolescent femicide: a population-based study. Archives of Pediatrics & Adolescent  
 Medicine. 14(9): 998-1013
14  Hamby S, Finkelhor D, Turner H, Ormrod R. 2010. The overlap of witnessing partner violence with child maltreatment and other  
 victimizations in a nationally representative survey of Youth. Child Abuse and Neglect. 34:734-741. 
15 Duke NN, Pettingell SL, McMorris BJ & Borowsky IW. 2010. Adolescent violence perpetration: association with multiple types of  
 adverse childhood experiences. Pediatrics. 125: e77-e786. 
16 Hamby, Finkelhor, Tunrer, & Ormrod. 2011. Op. cit., p. 7.  
17 Martin, C.E., Houston, A.M., Mmari, K.N., Decker, M.R. (2012). Urban teens and young adults describe drama, disrespect, dating violence  
 and help-seeking preferences. Maternal and Child Health Journal. 16:957-966. 
18 Rodgers, K.B. & McGuire, J.K. (2012). Adolescent sexual risk and multiple contexts: interpersonal violence, parenting, and poverty.  
 Journal of Interpersonal Violence. 27(11):2091-2107. 
19 Miller, S., Gorman-Smith, D., Sullivan, T., Orpinas, P., Simon, T.R. (2009). Parent and peer predictors of physical dating violence perpetration  
 in early adolescence: tests of moderation and gender differences. Journal of Clinical Child & Adolescent Psychology. 38(4):538-550. 
20  Liz Claiborne Inc. (2009). Impact of the economy and parent/teen dialogue on dating relationships and abuse. Teenage Research Unlimited.  
 Retrieved from http://www.loveisnotabuse.com. 
21 Rothman, E.F., Miller, E., Terpeluk, A., Glauber, A., Randel, J. (2011). The proportion of U.S. parents who talk with their adolescent children  
 about dating abuse. Journal of Adolescent Health. 49:216-218. 
22 Masten, A. (2001). Ordinary magic resilience processes in development. American Psychologist. 56(3):227-238.; Summers, A. (2006).  
 Children’s exposure to DV: a guide to research and resources. National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges. 33-35. 



10 Things Men  
Can Do To Prevent  
Gender Violence

Approach gender violence as a MEN’S issue 
involving men of all ages and socioeconomic, racial 
and ethnic backgrounds. View men not only as 
perpetrators or possible offenders, but as empowered 
bystanders who can confront abusive peers.

If a brother, friend, classmate, or teammate is 
abusing his female partner — or is disrespectful or
abusive to girls and women in general — don’t look 
the other way. If you feel comfortable doing so, try to 
talk to him about it. Urge him to seek help. Or if you 
don’t know what to do, consult a friend, a parent, a 
professor, or a counselor. DON’T REMAIN SILENT.

Have the courage to look inward. Question your  
own attitudes. Don’t be defensive when something
you do or say ends up hurting someone else. Try 
hard to understand how your own attitudes and 
actions might inadvertently perpetuate sexism  
and violence, and work toward changing them.

If you suspect that a woman close to you is being 
abused or has been sexually assaulted, gently ask
if you can help.

If you are emotionally, psychologically, physically,  
or sexually abusive to women, or have been in the
past, seek professional help NOW.

Be an ally to women who are working to end all 
forms of gender violence. Support the work of 
campus-based women’s centers. Attend “Take  
Back the Night” rallies and other public events.  

Raise money for community-based rape crisis 
centers and battered women’s shelters. If you  
belong to a team or fraternity, or another student 
group, organize a fundraiser.

Recognize and speak out against homophobia and 
gay-bashing. Discrimination and violence against
lesbians and gays are wrong in and of themselves. 
This abuse also has direct links to sexism (e.g.  
the sexual orientation of men who speak out  
against sexism is often questioned, a conscious  
or unconscious strategy intended to silence them. 
This is a key reason few men do speak out).

Attend programs, take courses, watch films,  
and read articles and books about multicultural 
masculinities, gender inequality, and the root causes 
of gender violence. Educate yourself and others 
about how larger social forces affect the conflicts 
between individual men and women.

Don’t fund sexism. Refuse to purchase any  
magazine, rent any video, subscribe to any web site, 
or buy any music that portrays girls or women in a 
sexually degrading or abusive manner. Protest  
sexism in the media.

Mentor and teach young boys about how to be men 
in ways that don’t involve degrading or abusing girls 
and women. Volunteer to work with gender violence 
prevention programs, including anti-sexist men’s
programs. Lead by example.
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Healthy Masculinity  
Activities

Act Like a Man/Act  
Like a Woman Box1 
Purpose: 
This is an easier activity to facilitate and a 
great introduction exercise for participants 
not familiar with the topic of masculinity. The 
“Act Like a Man/Act Like a Woman Box” allows 
participants in a group setting to identify the 
constricting gender roles society has us conform 
to, and the consequences associated with 
conforming to those roles.  

Audience: 
Age 12 – adult; minimum 4-5 participants

Time:  
15 – 20 minutes 

Notes:  
This is mostly a discussion-based activity

Requires space to write where  
the participants can see

Facilitator will want to have talking 
points prepared to ensure main topics 
of this activity are addressed

Male Privilege Checklist2 
Purpose: 
The Male Privilege Checklist is a straightforward 
activity to complete, though the discussion itself 
tends to be more in depth and, at times, intense.  
The checklist is used to raise awareness of the 
powers and privileges that males in our society 
hold, usually without realizing it.   

Audience: 
Age 14 – adult; no participant minimum

Time:  
20 – 45 minutes 

Notes:  
This is an individual reflection and 
discussion based activity

Facilitators may want to prepare  
some discussion questions in advance, 
considering this topic will be new  
territory for most participants 

Facilitators will also want to have talking 
points prepared to address any confusion  
or defensiveness that may arise out of  
doing this activity 

The following activities can be used with a variety of  
participants to help start the discussion on healthy masculinity. 
Full descriptions can be found at: www.pasaysnomore.com

1 Kivel, P. (n.d.). The act like a man box. Retrieved from http://www.paulkivel.com/resources/downloadable-tools/item/135-the-act-like-a-man-box.
2 Deutsch, B. (n.d.). The male privilege checklist. Retrieved from http://amptoons.com/blog/the-male-privilege-checklist/.
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Step Out3  

Purpose: 
This interactive exercise is meant to highlight 
gender stereotypes and violence that both 
young men and women may have experienced. 
Several statements are read and individuals step 
forward if a statement applies to them. These 
statements will show how teasing, harassment, 
threats and abuse reinforce what we were taught 
as children about male and female roles.    

Audience: 
Age 12 – adult; minimum 8 participants of each 
gender

Time:  
30 – 45 minutes 

Notes:  
Ideally this activity is used after completing 
an exercise like the Man/Woman box and 
only after agreements to address emotional 
safety have been agreed upon by the group

The questions may be modified to fit the group 

Facilitators may want to end with a 
discussion on the costs of gender roles  
based on responses to the Step Out

Facilitators may want to enlist a  
co-facilitator, such as a trauma-trained 
counselor or advocate, to provide support  
to participants who may be triggered by  
the activity

Women’s Caucus &  
Speak Out Activity4  

Purpose: 
This interactive exercise provides an opportunity  
for participants to speak honestly and respectfully 
about sexism.  A Caucus is comprised of members  
of a non-power group. The reflective questions asked 
within the Women’s Caucus allows for discussion 
strictly among women. The men also answer 
reflective questions, though their group is not 
considered a Caucus. The Speak Out portion of the 
activity allows women to share their thoughts with 
the men in a safe manner, and for the men to repeat 
what they have heard. It also offers the opportunity 
to address and explore ally behaviors.    

Audience: 
Age 12 – adult; minimum 10 participants of each 
gender.  It is permissible to have more women than men

Time:  
75 - 90 minutes 

Notes:  
Ideally this is done after a discussion  
on “isms” or an activity similar to the  
Power/Non-Power Chart (Paul Kivel,  
Making The Peace)

This activity can be intense, so it may require 
more time than listed – either during the Caucus 
or the Speak Out. Facilitators may also want to 
add time for a debrief

This activity can be used for youth (to address 
Adultism), People of Color (to address Racism), 
LGBTQ (to address Heterosexism), or any other 
non-power group by modifying the content of the 
questions for both groups

Facilitators may want to enlist a co-facilitator, 
such as a trauma-trained counselor or advocate,  
to provide support to participants who may be 
triggered by the activity

3 Step Out Exercise Adapted from Paul Kivel for CAMPpeaceworks, a project of Berks Women in Crisis.
4 Women’s Caucus & Speak Out Activity Adapted from Paul Kivel and Nell Myhand for CAMPpeaceworks, a project of Berks Women in Crisis.



Engaging Men  
and Boys Resources

A Call to Men acalltomen.org

Asian & Pacific Islander Institute  
on Domestic Violence apiidv.org/issues/engagingmen.php

Coaching Boys into Men coachescorner.org

Futures Without Violence  engagingmen.futureswithoutviolence.org

Good Men Project goodmenproject.com

Jackson Katz jacksonkatz.com

Men Can Stop Rape mencanstoprape.org

Men Care Global men-care.org

Men Engage menengage.org

Men Stopping Violence menstoppingviolence.org

Men’s Health Network menshealthnetwork.org 

Men’s Work mensworkinc.com

Mentors in Violence Prevention mvpstrat.com

One in Four oneinfourusa.org

Paul Kivel paulkivel.com

Te Invito teinvito.org

We Evolve Global wevolveglobal.org

White Ribbon Campaign whiteribbon.ca

World Health Organization who.int/gender/topics/why_engage_men/en/

National: 

continued on back >

Below are links to some well-respected national engaging men and boys organizations to assist you on 
your journey. We encourage you to check out the websites and use what works best for your community!

This is by no means an exhaustive list. For additional engaging men and boys resources, please visit:  
pcadv.org/Learn-More/Prevention/Resources/Engaging-Men-And-Boys/

For training and technical assistance, or for help identifying resources to fit your community needs,  
please see the “Training & Technical Assistance” number listed on the back.



PA Coalition Against  Domestic Violence pcadv.org 

PA Coalition Against Rape  pcar.org

PA Says No More  pasaysnomore.com

Southwest PA Says No More  SouthwestPASaysNoMore.org

National Domestic Violence Hotline  1-800-799-SAFE (7233) 
  TTY 1-800-787-3224

National Sexual Assault Hotline  1-800-656-HOPE (4673) 

Links to Local PA
Domestic Violence Programs  pcadv.org/Find-Help/

PA Coalition Against Domestic Violence  1-717-545-6400

www.pcadv.org Pennsylvania Coalition Against Domestic Violence  
3605 Vartan Way, Suite 101, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Phone (171) 545-6400 (800) 932-4632

Pennsylvania:

Resources for Victims of Domestic Violence: 

Training & Technical Assistance: 



Nervous about what to say? Don’t be! 
We’ll help you get going with some tips 
and conversation starters. 

Start early. 
Don’t wait until they are already dating. 75% of 7th  
graders say they have had a boyfriend or girlfriend2! 

Talk often. 
You can talk at home or in the car. Try relating healthy 
relationships to current events in their lives. Keep the 
conversations casual.

Listen. 
And remain calm. Remember, they are sharing about  
something important. If we react too strongly or interrupt,  
they may not be open to talking anymore. 

Answer honestly. 
Tell them the truth. If you don’t know the answer to something, 
let them know. Say something like, “I don’t know, but I can 
find out.” Look it up and get back to them - don’t give out false 
information.

Are we talking to our boys too?
When it comes to relationships, sometimes we only talk to  
our girls. But we want to make sure our boys are safe, healthy, 
and respectful towards others as well. So talk to them!

Conversation  
Starters

Are we talking to our kids about relationships? Should we be?
Nearly 1 in 3 adolescent girls in the U.S. is a victim of physical, emotional or verbal abuse from a dating 
partner.1 As parents, mentors, coaches, or other adult role models it is important to talk to our kids about 
relationships from a young age. The youth in our lives look to us to model healthy relationships, and we 
owe it to them to start talking before they start dating.

Healthy relationships are NOT:

• yelling 

• humiliation

• jealous accusations

• constant check-ins

• physical violence or unwanted 
sexual contact

• isolation from family and friends

• threatening  a break up to get 
their way

Healthy relationships include:

• open and honest communication

• trust

• both partners being supportive 
of the other

• each partner having equal say

• a good balance between  
school, family, friends, and 
the relationship

UNHealtHy

HealtHy

continued on back >

1  Davis, A. (2008). Interpersonal and physical dating violence among teens. The National Council on Crime and Delinquency Focus. Retrieved from  
 http://www.nccd-crc.org/nccd/pubs/2008_focus_teen_dating_violence.pdf 

2 Robert Wood Johnson Foundation,.(2012). Prevention in middle school matters: a summary of findings on teen dating violence behaviors and associated  
 risk factors among 7th grade students. Retrieved from http://www.rwjf.org/content/dam/farm/reports/surveys_and_polls/2011/rwjf72533
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Conversation Starters by Age Group3

Pre-K 
Discuss and model consent: don’t force kids to hug  
or kiss relatives or friends if they don’t want to.  
Saying “no” to unwanted affection teaches boundaries. 

What do friends do? How do friends act?

What don’t friends do? What would you  
do if your friend acted like that?

Elementary 
What does it mean to “like someone?”

Is there anything about relationships you would 
like to ask me?

Middle School 
How would you want a boyfriend or girlfriend to treat you?

How do you think you should treat a boyfriend or girlfriend?

Are any of your friends dating? What do you like about their  
relationship? What don’t you like about their relationship?

High School 
What is fun about dating? What is difficult? What is scary?

What do you think healthy arguments look like?

Are you worried about any of your friends’ relationships?

We hope these questions help 
open the door to talking about 
healthy relationships! If you would 
like more information on having 
conversations with youth – check 
out the resources below:

Break the Cycle – breakthecycle.org/ 
For additional tips on how to have 
conversations with kids about relationships

Love is Respect – loveisrespect.org 
For information about teen dating  
violence and how to help

Washington State Coalition  
Against Domestic Violence -  
wscadv.org/howsyourrelationship  
For additional questions and resources 
broken down by age group

this is not a one and done conversation. Establishing a comfort level early 
increases the chances the youth in your life will approach you to continue talking.

3 Majority of questions taken directly from “How’s Your Relationship? Chat about Love with those you Love” toolkit  
 from Washington State Coalition Against Domestic Violence. Available at: http://www.wscadv.org/howsyourrelationship 

Remember



Some of our boys’ most important ideas about masculinity are born from the male influencers in their 
lives. Be they fathers, coaches, teachers, pastors, etc. - these men are role models for the younger males 
around them. Let’s give them the tools they need to show our boys how to have healthy masculinity.  
The following questions are great for one-on-one time, but can be used in a group as well.

To start conversations with the boys in your life about healthy masculinity and what it really means  
to “be a man,” ask some questions from the categories below. We think you’ll be surprised with how  
much they have to say.

Exploring Youth Culture 
To explore with male youth what it is to be a young man, and then to understand the role of social spaces in shaping 
male youth attitudes and behaviors around masculinity.

How do male youth spend a typical weekday? A typical weekend day?

How does a typical week or weekend day for male youth differ from a typical day for female youth?

Where do male youth go to socialize with other male youth? What happens in that space?  
What role does that space play in influencing local male youth culture? How do you and  
your friends experience being left out of male circles?

Where do female youth go to socialize with other female youth? What happens in that space?  
What role does that social space play in influencing local female youth culture?

Where do male youth and female youth go to socialize together? How do these spaces overlap and interact?

Gender Norms 
To understand what attitudes and behaviors are expected of men and women in society.

Do men have certain physical characteristics?

What is expected of typical men? What attitudes and values do typical men have…towards family? 
Children? Other men? Women?

How are men expected to show they are powerful?

If I were going to ask these questions about a woman, would the answers be very different? How? Why?

Socialization of Masculinity 
To explore with male youth what it is to be a young man, and then to understand the role of social institutions  
in shaping male youth attitudes and behavior around masculinity.

Who (e.g., family, peers, teachers) and what institutions (e.g., schools, religion, media) do male youth 
identify as influential in shaping who you are as a young man?

Which attitudes, values and behaviors are rewarded and which are punished?

In your opinion, which expectations for masculinity are beneficial and which are damaging?

When have you been able to make your own choices about how to stray from the expected  
attitudes and behaviors?

Men, Boys,  
and Masculinity

continued on back >
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Power and Influence 
To discuss how power is constructed and exercised in our society; how young men feel and react when they  
“have” it and when they don’t.

What kinds of power do you have over other people? How do you express it?

What kinds of power do other people have over you? How do other people express it? 

What are the benefits of power for those who use it over others?

What are the costs of power for those who are subjected to it?

What can we do as men to challenge and change the way others use power over us?

What can we do as men to change the way we use our power over others?

Attitudes about Violence  
To explore young men’s attitudes towards gender equity and violence. 

Please be mindful that some of these relationship statements do not speak to members of the LGBTQ community.  
We encourage you to still discuss our society’s gender norm stereotypes and also open up the conversation to include 
those who may not identify with male-female relationships to see what their relationship experiences are. 

For each of the following questions, ask the youth if they agree or disagree and then why or why not.

A woman’s most important role is to take care of her home and cook for her family.

It is a woman’s responsibility to avoid getting pregnant.

Women should be ready for sex when men are.

A man should have the final word about decisions in his home.

Men should decide when their partners should or should not have a baby.

Men are always ready to have sex.

A woman should tolerate violence in order to keep her family together.

If someone insults me‚ I will defend my reputation‚ with force if I have to.

I would never have a gay friend.

It is important that a father is present in the lives of his children‚ even if he is no longer with the mother. 

It is important to have a male friend that you can talk about your problems with.

It disgusts me when I see a man acting like a woman. 

A man always deserves the respect of his wife and children.

Men can take care of children just as well as women can.

Women have the same right as men to study and to work outside of the house.

I think it is ridiculous for a boy to play with dolls.

If a man sees another man beating a woman‚ he should stop it.

Adapted from: “Western Balkan Gender-Based Violence Prevention Initiative:  
Exploring dimensions of masculinity and violence. Copyright © 2007 Cooperative  
for Assistance and Relief Everywhere, Inc. (CARE) and International Center for  
Research on Women (ICRW). Used by permission.”



Faith Communities 
Call to Action

Faith leaders play an important role in establishing the moral and ethical compass for members of their communities. 
They can contribute to important conversations about how men and boys view fatherhood, marriage, and relationships 
with their communities. As community members who seek to create social change, faith communities offer us valuable 
allies in the movement to end domestic violence and sexual assault.

Engaging men and boys within the faith community doesn’t mean you have to start from scratch!

Many already have the infrastructure in place to engage men and boys, including: 

Fraternal men’s groups that discuss faith and masculinity

Youth groups to educate young members about their faith principles and values

Involvement in providing services for marginalized and under-served members of their community

Work with populations traditionally difficult for service providers to reach, particularly rural  
populations and the urban poor

This section is dedicated to providing some tools to begin the process of engaging men and boys of faith. While much 
of this section consists of tools for leaders in faith communities, you can use them as well. Please know, these tools are 
just the first steps towards building long term and sustainable relationships with the faith community. We understand 
each community has its own unique history and needs — the tools presented are designed to be easily adaptable for 
cultural relevance or used exactly as presented.

Not all religious or spiritual traditions are represented in this toolkit. Any absence of a faith tradition is not intended 
as a lack of respect or recognition. Many of the tools here are applicable across all faith traditions, however further 
resources are given so you may find tools more specific to other traditions.

www.pcadv.org Pennsylvania Coalition Against Domestic Violence  
3605 Vartan Way, Suite 101, Harrisburg, PA 17110
Phone (717) 545-6400  (800) 932-4632

  



Resources for  
Muslim Communities
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Content contributed by Farzana Safiullah, Chief Operating Officer of the National Resource Center  
on Domestic Violence and Founding Member, Muslim Advocacy Network Against Domestic Violence

Testimonials from Muslim Male Faith Leaders

As the president of the local chapter of the Ahmadiyya Muslim I can confidently say that we have 
a zero tolerance policy towards domestic violence and are committed to providing assistance to 
victims. The Ahmadiyya Muslim Community will protect the privacy and confidentiality of the 
concerned parties, ensure that they have access to all available resources and provide fair and 
respectful treatment to all members affected by domestic violence.

We have specific curricula that address domestic violence, the Islamic teachings against it, 
and resources for those being affected. In the past, we have done presentations at the Hadee 
Mosque during Domestic Violence Awareness Month to more deeply explore the topic and raise 
awareness among all community members.

We remain committed to fostering peace and equity in our families.

Dr. Zarar Bajwa 
President, Ahmadiyya Muslim 
Community, Harrisburg, PA 

While Islam teaches against cruelty and oppression of another human being, my congregation 
and I are aware that domestic violence affects our community just as any other.

As a leader of my faith community, I remain committed to nurturing harmonious families and 
offering the necessary resources and support to affected victims and their families. We have 
had presentations on domestic violence in our mosque to raise awareness of the issue and to 
remind members of the Islamic teachings against domestic violence, injustice and oppression. 
Our weekly Islamic schools lay the foundations to create peaceful and equitable families and our 
Friday sermons promote the same.

Join me in ending violence against women and girls and creating a more loving community!

Rizwan Asker 
President 
Islamic Society of Greater Harrisburg, PA
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What does Islam say about  
domestic violence?
Muslims are guided by the Holy Qur’an, hadith and  
Sunnah in the practice of the faith. Domestic violence is 
unacceptable in Islam. However, religion can be misused  
to justify battering. It is critical to differentiate between 
cultural norms and scriptural norms. The following are 
teachings that guard against violence and mistreatment. 

Holy Qur’an

They [wives] are a sort of garment for you and you are a sort of 
garment for them (2:187)

The blame is only against them who oppress people with 
wrongdoing & insolently transgress beyond bound through the land, 
defying right & justice (42:42).

O you who believe…nor should you treat them [women] with 
harshness…on the contrary, live with them on a footing of kindness 
and equity…” (4:19).

And those who eschew the more grievous sins and indecencies, 
and, when they are wroth, they forgive (42:38).

Hadith 

The Holy Prophet is reported to have said, ‘The best among you is he 
who treats his wife best’ (Bukhari).

The more civil and the kinder is a Muslim to his wife, the more 
perfect of faith he is; fear Allah with reference to two meek beings, 
woman and orphans.

Let no Muslim man entertain any rancor against a Muslim woman. 
Should he dislike one quality in her he would find another, which is 
pleasing (Muslim, Kitab-ul-Nikah, Al-Wasiyyat bil Nisaa)

O my people! You have certain rights over your wives and so have 
your wives over you — They are the trust of Allah in your hands, so 
you must treat them with all kindness (Farewell Pilgrimage).

Sermon Starters:
Friday sermons are an effective platform to address the 
equality of men and women, precepts of harmonious 
families, domestic violence, resources to families, rights  
of women, and equity. 

Equality of men and women

The first and foremost lesson given by Almighty Allah to bear in mind is 
the equality of the human race, especially men and women, and above 
all between husband and wife.

O ye people! Fear your Lord, Who created you from a single soul 
and created therefrom its mate, and from them twain spread many 

men and women; and fear Allah, in Whose name you appeal to one 
another, and fear Him particularly respecting ties of relationship. 
Verily Allah watches over you. (Holy Qur’an, 4:1)

The above verse is one of the verses which is always recited on the 
occasion of the Nikaḥ (wedding) ceremony to remind the couple that 
so far as their status as human beings is concerned, they are created 
from the same species, so they are equal. No one is superior or inferior 
to the other (Cheema, M.A., 2008).1 

Whoso acts righteously, whether male or female, and is a believer, We 
will surely grant him a pure life; and We will surely bestow on such 
their reward according to the best of their works (Holy Qur’an, 16:97).

This verse of the Holy Qur’an clearly affirms that men and women have 
equal rewards with their Lord in this life and in the life to come, on the 
Day of Judgment. It categorically recognizes the equal rights of men 
and women. It also promises that Allah will confer on both equally. 
Women are not inferior to men. So, if God has not made women 
inferior to men, they should not be treated inferior to men in any way.

Intervention 

And if a woman fear ill treatment or indifference on the part of her 
husband, it shall be no sin on them that they be suitably reconciled 
to each other; and reconciliation is best. And people are prone 
to covetousness. If you do good and are righteous, surely Allah is 
aware of what you do (Holy Qur’an, 4:128)

Surely, men who submit themselves to God and women who submit 
themselves to Him, and believing men and believing women, and 
obedient men and obedient women, and truthful men and truthful 
women, and men steadfast in their faith and steadfast women, and 
men who are humble and women who are humble, and men who 
give alms and women who give alms, and men who fast and women 
who fast, and men who guard their chastity and women who guard 
their chastity and men who remember Allah much and women who 
remember Him — Allah has prepared for all of them forgiveness and 
a great reward (Holy Qur’an, 33:35).

Harmonious Families

And the believers, men and women, are friends of one another. They 
enjoin good and forbid evil and observe Prayer and pay the Zakat 
and obey Allah and is Messenger (Holy Qur’an. 9:72)

Justice

O ye who believe! Be strict in observing justice, and be witnesses 
for Allah, even though it be against yourselves or against parents 
and kindred. Whether he be rich or poor, Allah is more regardful of 
them both than you are. Therefore follow not low desires so that you 
may be able to act equitably. And if you conceal the truth or evade 
it, then remember that Allah is well aware of what you do (Holy 
Qur’an, 4:136).
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Content contributed by Rabbi Aaron Benjamin Bisno, Frances F. and David R. Levin Senior Rabbinic  
Pulpit of Rodef Shalom Congregation

Those who sow in tears will reap in joy. – Psalm 121

It was some 2,500 years ago when a national tragedy brought tears to the Jewish People. With 
the destruction of the First Temple in Jerusalem, the conquering Babylonians imposed two 
emotions on the Jewish national Jewish psyche. 

First, the destruction of the Temple was an assault by another on the most sacred place we knew. 
More than stones, the Temple was the most intimate meeting place in our world. In its deepest 
chamber, the Holy of Holies, we kept the truths revealed at Mount Sinai in a sacred ark, a holy 
keepsake box. It was the chamber of intimacy, the only place where the High Priest of the day 
would utter God’s most private of Names, akin to the breath of all life, on Yom Kippur, the day 
of reconciliation.

Second, the destruction of Jerusalem marked the end of self-rule for our People. We were exiled 
to a foreign land, governed by others, aware that we were once again strangers in a strange land. 
We yearned to be in control again, but the enemy, even after the assault, emotionally controlled 
us. As the religious poetry of the day reveals, “By the waters of Babylon we lay down and wept…” 
It must have seemed like an assault without end, minute after minute, hour after hour, day after 
day, week after week… We felt lifeless and out of control of our circumstances.

It was in this context that the poet dreamed of a better day. “Those who sow in tears will reap in 
joy” is an acknowledgement that the assault will end and that we will once again enjoy life as it 
once might have been. In fact, this phrase is a part of what we call a ‘Song of Ascent’, an uplifting 
song that was recited as we climbed the steps of the rebuilt Temple in Jerusalem. Climbing those 
steps was an affirming journey. We can rebuild after the tragedy. We can find intimacy. We can 
take power back!

As it was with the Jewish People way back when, so we hope that it is with you today. You can 
rebuild. You can find intimacy. You can take power back.

May the words in the prayers that follow be a part of your steps to rebuilding, intimacy 
empowerment.

Rabbi Ron Symons 
Senior Director of Jewish Life 
The Jewish Community Center of Greater Pittsburgh
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Sermon Starters:
Our Obligation Not to Turn Away

“Lo tuchal l’hitalem: You cannot turn away. You cannot avert your eyes. 
You must not be indifferent.” (Deuteronomy 22:3) So let us open our 
eyes, and look at some facts. 

Domestic violence is not limited to a husband beating his wife. Rather 
DV refers to any circumstance in which there is “an escalating pattern 
of behavior in which one partner in an intimate relationship controls 
another through force, intimidation or the threat of violence.”

With this in mind, we recognize that DV may be comprised of many 
different forms of abuse: physical, sexual, financial, verbal and 
emotional. In abusive relationships, one partner may frighten, humiliate, 
belittle or harass the other, isolate him or her from others, destroy 
property, monopolize the money or decision-making power, threaten 
to commit suicide or take the children if the other ends the relationship. 
Verbal abuse alone is not a trivial matter; it can have a devastating effect 
on children’s sense of self-worth and is a major cause of depression in 
marriage; it is also a significant predictor of physical violence.

Fact: Violence against intimate partners is pervasive in the United 
States. Almost 25% of women say they have been assaulted by 
current or former partners, according to a report released by the 
National Institute of Justice & the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (July, 2000). This makes DV the most prevalent cause 
of injury to women in the United States.1

Fact: Most domestic violence is not reported to the police. Some 
call it the most under-reported crime in the country. According 
to the National Institute of Justice, only about a fifth of all rapes 
and a quarter of all physical assaults by an intimate partner are 
reported; the majority of victims say they thought that the police 
either would not or could not do anything to protect them.1

What can we do? We can begin by honoring the injunction from 
Deuteronomy: “Lo tuchal l’hitalem: And not turn away. Not avert our 
eyes. Not be indifferent.” 

God’s Standards versus Our Own

In the biblical story of Noah, we read “V’tishacheit HaAretz Lifnei 
H’Elohim: The earth became corrupt before God.” (Genesis 6:11).

Why, our ancient rabbinic sages asked, why does verse add the words 
“before God” to the fact that the earth became corrupt. At first, these 
words appear superfluous. Is not everything that happens on earth 
taking place under the watchful eye of the Almighty?

According to the Conservative Movement’s Torah commentary Etz C 
hayim, “God deemed the [people’s] behavior [to be] corrupt, but they 
themselves saw nothing wrong with it.” 

Fascinating! The people who were engaged in the behavior that led 
to God’s decision to flood the world saw nothing wrong with what 
they were doing. Indeed, they had come to believe that their actions 
were not only appropriate but communally sanctioned. We know this 
because there is no mention of any human being speaking out against 
their behavior. Indeed, even Noah is silent when God informs him that 
the world will be drowned on account of their violence and immorality.

What, then, does it mean when the text reads, “V’tishacheit HaAretz 
Lifnei H’Elohim: The earth became corrupt before God”? This refers to 
the discrepancy between what we may do and justify to ourselves and 
the standard that God uses to judge our actions. 

In cases of domestic violence, it is not uncommon for the abuser to 
consider his behavior to be perfectly normal and fitting, even justified 
by some rationalization that ultimately blames the victim for their own 
abuse. And even when others may collude in this type of thinking, 
Jewish tradition holds us to a higher standard, that is, God’s standards 
and not our own human biases and personal preferences  
or rationalizations.

Prayers
• Misheberach on Behalf of Families Experiencing Abuse: https://goo.gl/2eXw5g

• A Yom Kippur Prayer for Shalom Bayit: https://goo.gl/DF2rS7

• Healing Ritual for Abused Jewish Women: https://goo.gl/1YpA5G

1 Tjaden, P., & Thoennes, N. (2000). Full Report of the Prevalence, Incidence, and Consequences 
of Violence Against Women: Findings from the National Violence Against Women Survey. 
Research Report. Washington, D.C.: National Institute of Justice and the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention. 
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Content contributed by Rev. Liddy Barlow, Executive Minister of Christian Associates of Southwest Pennsylvania

Stories of violence against women haunt the scriptures. From the rape of Dinah in the book 
of Genesis, to the assault and murder of an unnamed concubine in Judges 19, to Paul’s often-
misinterpreted direction that wives submit to their husbands, the Bible demonstrates that the 
story of God’s people has long been marred by domestic violence and sexual assault.

Today the pain continues. Every minute, 24 people experience rape, physical violence, or stalking 
by an intimate partner in the United States.1 Nearly one in five women has experienced rape in 
her lifetime.1 In Pennsylvania since 2004, at least 1,678 people have died as a result of incidents 
related to intimate partner violence.2

These terrible crimes are an offense against God as well as our neighbors. As people of faith and 
disciples of the Prince of Peace, Christians must speak out, working to end violence and bring 
reconciliation. The church has an important role to play in changing our culture so that these 
acts of violence will stop.

Men and boys are essential in this effort. Domestic violence and sexual assault are not “women’s 
issues” — they belong to all of us, and people of all genders must work to end them. Men of courage 
and good will can participate fully in the struggle against gender violence, calling attention to 
disrespect and abuse, working as allies to women, and mentoring the next generation. 

This toolkit provides resources for clergy to engage men, as well as women, in working to end 
domestic violence and sexual assault. Inside, you’ll find liturgical suggestions, and sermon 
starters. Authors from many Christian traditions came together to contribute to this resource, 
and we hope that churches from all parts of the body of Christ will find it useful.

When he stilled the storm on the Sea of Galilee, Jesus cried, “Peace, be still!” Today that is our 
call as well, as we pray and work for an end to gender violence. Thank you for joining us in this 
important project!

Rev. Liddy Barlow 
Executive Minister 
Christian Associates of Southwest Pennsylvania

1 Black MC, Basile KC, Breiding MJ, Smith SG, Walters ML, Merrick MT, Chen J, Stevens MR. The National Intimate Partner and Sexual Violence Survey (NISVS): 2010 Summary Report. Atlanta, GA:  
National Center for Injury Prevention and Control, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; 2011.

2 Pennsylvania Coalition Against Domestic Violence (2017). Domestic Violence Fatality Report, 2017. Retrieved from http://www.pcadv.org/Resources/PCADVFatalityReport2016_WEB.pdf
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Worship Resources
Call to Confession

Silence can have terrible consequences. When we refuse to speak out 
against injustice, when we refrain from offering a word of kindness, 
when we bottle up our own feelings and failings, evil can result. 
The Scriptures tell us that when we say we have no sin, we deceive 
ourselves. If we confess our sins, God is faithful and just to forgive us 
our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness. Brothers and sisters 
in Christ, let us now make confession before God. 

Prayer of Confession

Holy and merciful God, whom Jesus knew and trusted as Abba, we 
confess that we have too often been silent in the face of sin — our 
own failings and the misdeeds of others. We have confused true 
strength with violent power. We have listened to the clamor of media 
and culture instead of seeking your still, small voice. We have accepted 
stereotypes instead of seeking truth. We have doubted our own ability 
to make change, and so sat idle instead of working for good. Forgive 
us, Lord. By the power of your Holy Spirit, make us new. Help us to 
follow you and serve our neighbors, for your love’s sake. Amen.

Assurance of Pardon

Jesus said, “You will know the truth, and the truth will make you free.” 
Speaking the truth of our sin has freed us to hear this good news:  
By the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, we are forgiven and beloved.  
Let us go forth to love our neighbors and serve our God!

Sermon Starters
Every week, preachers have the opportunity to make the scriptures 
come alive, connecting these ancient texts to the realities of today’s 
world. Texts throughout the Bible can speak to the issue of gender 
violence, helping congregations to examine their own lives, find 
new hope, and recommit to the path of love and peace. The brief 
reflections below may spark your own ideas as you seek to proclaim 
Good News in a violent world.

Matthew 18: Jesus welcomes the children

One day, my son was having a difficult day. He failed his math test, 
he spilled his juice, his friends wouldn’t play with him, his sister was 
calling him names. Before long he could not handle the overwhelming 
pressure any longer and he let out a wail and threw his backpack 
across the room. Then he stormed to his room where he sobbed for 
what seemed like an eternity. I gave him time to cool down and I went 
to check on him. He was a sweaty mess hiding under the blankets on 
his bed. With all the fatherly wisdom I could muster, I took him in my 
arms and asked him to tell me about his day. 

As he poured out his heart I had no idea what to say or do, so I sat 
there and listened and held him. I had a few options at this moment, 
I could have been as angry as he was or I could have dismissed him 
as juvenile, the ramblings of a small child. What I chose instead was to 
offer silence, and a shoulder. To let him know that he wasn’t alone and 
he was validated in his grief. 

In Matthew 18, Jesus motions a child to his side and in verse 10 Jesus 
says, “do not despise one of these little ones.” In other words, Jesus is 
saying, “children need to be listened to.” 

Often times, preventing violence and abuse in the future starts when 
children are little. Not in belittling, ignoring, or attempting to fix, but 
in simply listening to our children when they have a difficult day 
and allowing them to process what they are feeling in a healthy and 
meaningful way. 

— Rev. B.T. Gilligan, Nixon United Methodist Church, Butler

Mark 4: Jesus stills the storm.

Male dependence on God admits weakness. Boys and men are 
socialized to be aggressive, assertive. Men are ridiculed for fear and 
emotional expression. Social expectations of men promote domination 
and control over external forces that do not lend themselves to 
dependency. Male self-reliance can express idolatry — trusting in self 
rather than depending on God as the source for life. 

Mark 4:35-41 faces male anxiety over powerlessness. Natural forces 
cannot be harnessed by masculine power and strength. At the 
moment the disciples become aware of their mortality, they cry for 
a Savior. Fear of death, powerlessness that defies male strength and 
control, arouse an awareness of weakness. Jesus doesn’t define the 
disciples’ weakness as their failure to be courageous in the face of 
their fate. That could promote self-idolatry. The disciples’ sudden 
awareness of mortality exposes self-idolatry in what Jesus describes 
as faithlessness to God. By daily trusting God’s love and care, faithful 
men learn how others in their lives depend upon masculine love and 
care for assurance. Daily submission to God cultivates quiet conviction 
and devotion that overcomes life’s storms. It enables men to practice 
healthy relationships with God’s blessings – their spouses and children. 

— Rev. Dr. John Lolla, Bellevue United Presbyterian Church

Psalm 107: The Lord makes the storm be still

If you were to describe your life as a ship in the ocean, what would 
the picture look like? For some the water is clear as glass, and the 
sailing is smooth. For others, one false Titanic move could begin 
the onset of a slow sinking vessel, unable to be repaired until one 
mistake after another swallows you up. Then again, for many, life is one 
perfect storm of wind, rain, and massive waves crashing down with 
the heaviest blows a person can bear. The tides ebb and flow but 
the storm never ceases. For those who live in situations of trauma, as 
victims of domestic violence or sexual assault, a stormy life is the only 
life they know. Our work in opposing gender violence is not only to 
provide life rafts for those who are battered by the waves, but also to 
call on the storm itself to cease. Not only can we help those who are 
already victims of violence, but we can work to change the climate, so 
that destructive storms are never able to form. By addressing the root 
causes of gender violence, with God’s help, we can make the storm be 
still and hush the waves of the sea.

— Joshua Bullock, Christian Associates of Southwest Pennsylvania



Sample Newsletters

1 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, “Physical Dating Violence Among High School Students — United States, 2003,” Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report , May 19, 2006, Vol. 55, No. 19.
2 Davis, Antoinette, MPH. 2008. Interpersonal and Physical Dating Violence among Teens. TheNational Council on Crime and Delinquency Focus. Available at http://www.nccdcrc.org/nccd/pubs/2008_focus_

teen_dating_violence.pdf.
3 Black, M.C., Basile, K.C., Breiding, M.J., Smith, S.G., Walters, M.L., Merrick, M.T., Chen, J., & Stevens, M.R. (2011). The National Intimate Partner and Sexual Violence Survey (NISVS): 2010 Summary Report. 

Atlanta, GA: National Center for Injury Prevention and Control, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
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Many faith communities share regular newsletters with the members of their religious organizations.  
These newsletters are a simple and excellent way to build a culture of prevention within the community.

Below are examples of content for a newsletter in February for Teen Dating Violence Awareness Month, April for Sexual 
Assault Awareness Month, June for the #FathersDayPledgePA, and October for Domestic Violence Awareness Month.

These examples can be used word for word or can be customized for your particular community. It could also be 
useful to add information about your local domestic violence program, which can be found in the “Getting Started” 
section of this toolkit.

February Newsletter
Nearly 1.5 million high school students nationwide experience physical abuse from a dating partner in a single year.1 
One in three adolescents are a victim of physical, sexual, emotional or verbal abuse from a dating partner. These figures 
far exceed rates of other types of violence youth experience.2

Every February, Teen Dating Violence Awareness Month is used as a time to engage the young people in our lives in the 
often-difficult conversations about relationships and dating. While it is important to talk to young women, it’s also vital 
that we talk to young men as well. 

There are resources to help you with these conversations. Raising Respect (www.raisingrespectapp.org) is a free  
app for iPhones and Androids to help parents engage in these often difficult discussions. You can also visit 
LoveisRespect.org for more information. 

April Newsletter
Nearly 1 in 3 women and 1 in 6 men in the U.S. experienced some form of sexual violence during their lifetime.3  
No community is immune to the effects of sexual violence, even our own.

During Sexual Assault Awareness Month, we take time to honor and support survivors of sexual violence. We use  
this month to talk to our friends, families, neighbors and co-workers about the importance of healthy relationships  
and safe communities.

Each of us can play a part in ending sexual violence. As parents, we can start conversations with our sons and daughters. 
As teachers, we can educate our students. As leaders, we can set an example for young men and women to follow.

For more information on how to join the movement against sexual violence, please go to PASaysNOMORE.com. 
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June Newsletter 
Father’s Day is a national holiday celebrating upstanding fathers, and men in general, for their positive role 
modeling to the youth in their lives. Fathers play the important role of guiding our sons through the often complex 
and confusing transition from boyhood into manhood. Of particular importance during this development is how 
our sons learn respect for members of their community.

The #FathersDayPledgePA campaign is a to call on all men to take a stand against domestic and sexual violence and 
make a commitment to model healthy relationships and masculinity for younger men and boys.

To become a leader in your community, visit PASaysNOMORE.com to sign the pledge and find out how you can 
continue to inspire the youth in your life to become greater men.

October Newsletter
On average, nearly 20 people per minute are physically abused by an intimate partner in the United States.4  
No community is immune to the effects of domestic violence, even our own. 

During Domestic Violence Awareness Month, we take time to honor and support survivors of domestic violence. 
We use this month to talk to our friends, families, neighbors and co-workers about the importance of healthy 
relationships and safe communities.

Each of us can play a part in ending domestic violence. As parents, we can start conversations with our sons  
and daughters. As teachers, we can educate our students. As male leaders, we can set an example for young men  
to follow.

For more information on how to join the movement against domestic violence, please go to PCADV.org.



Further Activities

Beyond newsletters and sermons, there are many other activities that faith communities can organize and participate in 
to prevent domestic violence and sexual assault. Each faith community has its own resource and cultural context, the 
list below is meant to give options for organizations at a variety of capacities:

Connect young men with role models and mentors in the community who practice healthy behaviors

Organize men’s groups to partner with women’s groups to collaborate on events and activities to empower  
women and girls

Use the Healthy Masculinity Activities described in the “Get Started” section of this toolkit  
for youth groups

Organize a Father’s Day Pledge event to encourage men in your community to take a stand against violence, 
which can be found in the #FathersDayPledgePA section.

Create a group of men to regularly discuss fatherhood, marriage and healthy relationships through  
religious texts

Support existing events that build strong community relationships and general well-being

Partner with your local domestic violence and/or sexual assault agency to offer trainings for staff and  
educational workshops for the community

Organize a vigil to honor survivors and lift the silence around domestic violence and sexual violence

Include your local domestic violence program and/or sexual assault center in charity events and community 
service projects
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Get involved



Further Faith-Based  
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Faith Trust Institute faithtrustinstitute.org

Safe Haven interfaithpartners.org

We Will Speak Out U.S.  wewillspeakout.us

Jewish Women International  jwi.org

Peaceful Families Project peacefulfamilies.org

Asian Pacific Institute on  
Gender-Based Violence api-gbv.org

Tools for additional spiritual traditions:


